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Abstract
Experimental results recently published by C. Poher provide independent evidence for the anomalous radiation
emitted from YBCO electrodes under short, intense current pulses previously reported by E. Podkletnov. The
generation conditions are somewhat different: lower applied voltage, longer duration of the pulses, absence of a
discharge chamber. The microstructure of the emitter is also different in the two cases. While Podkletnov's
radiation beam is collimated, Poher's beam is more or less diverging, depending on the emitter type. In
coincidence with the radiation emission Poher measures a strong recoil of the emitter, with maximum
momentum of the order of 1 kgm/s. We compare and discuss several details of the experiments and give a brief
outline of the proposed theoretical explanations. We also report numerical simulations of the maximum
electromagnetic recoil force on a Josephson junction, as a benchmark for a possible alternative explanation of the
recoil.
Keywords: cuprate superconductors, YBCO, high-voltage discharges, high-momentum radiation, Quantum
Gravity, Universons model
1. Introduction
The experimental work by C. Poher, summarized in (C. Poher & D. Poher, 2011) and updated in (Poher, 2013a),
consists of a long series of trials (more than 6000 discharges through YBCO emitters), made over a period of
about six years. Numerous different emitter configurations were tested, in different conditions of voltage, pulse
energy and pulse duration. The descriptions and pictures available are quite detailed, and several cross-checks
were performed. Some of the fabrication methods are patented (Poher, 2006). These experiments cannot be
strictly regarded as a replication of the work by Podkletnov published in 2003 (Podkletnov & Modanese, 2003),
also because they have a different purpose and start from a definite theoretical premise, which was not present in
the case of Podkletnov. Nevertheless, the effects observed are partly the same as reported by Podkletnov, and
Poher cites him. We thus believe that Poher's work can be regarded as an independent confirmation. In this
section we give a brief outline of the two experiments; a more detailed comparison will follow in later sections.
Throughout the paper we shall use the acronyms EP for E. Podkletnov and CP for C. Poher, also meaning for
brevity their respective devices. We will not repeat the content of the original articles, which are clearly written
and freely accessible. For CP, we shall make reference mainly to the article published in 2011, and occasionally
to the other cited updates.
In both experiments a strong current pulse, of the order of 10 kA, is sent through a disc of YBCO high-Tc
superconductor with diameter ranging from approximately 1 to 10 cm. The pulse is generated by the discharge of
a capacitors bank. In EP, the total capacitance is of the order of 1 nF (Marx generator), and the capacitors are
charged to several hundreds of kilovolts; in CP the capacitance is much larger (of the order of 100 µF) and the
maximum voltage is of the order of some kilovolts. EP discharge circuit comprises a large vacuum chamber at
very low pressure. The firing of the Marx generator triggers in this chamber a spark discharge, which works as a
switch but probably also has some other, still unclear role in the process. In CP the pulse is switched by a
solid-state thyristor. In both cases the anomalous effects are observed at a temperature well below the critical
temperature of the superconducting emitters (90–92 K). CP has his emitters submerged in liquid nitrogen, while
EP uses a liquid helium reservoir in contact with the emitter (which is usually larger and thicker, and faces the
vacuum chamber on one side). The duration of the discharge is of the order of 1 µs for EP, with short risetime,
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and of 1000 µs for CP (ssee Table 1). T
The emitter off EP is placed in a strong sttatic magnetic field and is of
o the
melt-textuured type, i.e. with
w a globallyy ordered bulk crystal structuure. CP tried eemitters with vvarious microsc
copic
structures, but the most efficient for rrecoil productiion are those ssintered with rrandomly oriennted grains (Poher,
2013a); thhese emitters generate an anoomalous radiattion with no foocusing. Norm
mal-conductingg layers (EP, CP) or
inter-grainn boundaries (C
CP) are presennt in the emitteers. These reggions appear too be crucial for the productio
on of
the effectss. As we shall see, their rolee is probably too host a strongg electric fieldd and possiblyy, in the EP casse, to
reduce thee skin effect in the current fedd through the m
metallic electroode.

E. Podkletnov ((EP) for high-vvoltage discharrges through a superconducting
Figure 1. Scheme of thhe device by E
YBCO emitter. Thhe emitter (diaameter 10 cm) and the chambber (diameter cca. 1 m) are suurrounded by
m reservoir. A M
Marx generatorr
electroomagnets. Thee emitter is coooled by lateral contact with a liquid helium
produces an over-damped high voltagge pulse. The ccircuit has a disstributed inducctance of ca. 10 to 15 µH, bu
ut no
load resisstance. The em
mitted anomalouus radiation prropagates to a large distance in a collimated beam. Its efffects
are measuredd by the impactt on small ballistic pendulum
ms of variable m
mass and compposition

Figure 2. Scheme of deevice by C. Pohher (CP) for m
medium-voltagee discharges inn a superconduucting emitter. The
YBCO eemitter (diameeter 1–8 cm) is suspended in a liquid nitroggen bath and m
mechanically cooupled to a rec
coil
sensorr. The dischargge is produced by a capacitorrs bank and sw
witched by a thhyristor. There is a distributed
d
inductance in the circuitt of the order oof 1 µH and a lload resistancee of the order oof 0.1 Ω. The eemitted radiatio
on is
measured in a shielded box
b of sensors placed approxx. 25–50 cm beelow the emitteer and has an aangular distribution
which deepends on the emitter type. A strong recoil is always deteected in the oppposite directioon to the radiation
Two kindss of anomalouus effects are oobserved in cooincidence withh the dischargges. EP reportss the emission
n of a
radiation ppulse which prropagates orthhogonally to thhe cathode, tow
wards the anodde and beyondd it, in a collim
mated
beam, apparently withouut any attenuattion even throuugh thick metaal plates, up to a distance of at least 150 m. The
beam convveys to small free
f
targets of any compositiion (ballistic ppendulums witth mass up to 550 g) a momentum
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proportional to their mass, imparting them a velocity of the order of 1 m/s, thus with a large instantaneous
acceleration. CP also observes a similar acceleration beam, but only up to a distance of ca. 1 m and not so
focused. The acceleration, estimated from the effect on small masses connected to a piezoelectric sensor, was of
the order of 0.1 m/s2 at low voltage (C. Poher & D. Poher, 2011) and much higher for higher voltage discharges,
for instance 355 m/s2 for a 1604 V discharge (Poher, 2013b). The presence of the beam was also detected with
other sensors. The most relevant effect for CP, however, is a strong recoil of the emitter in the direction opposite
to the electron flow and to the emission of the acceleration beam. The recoil momentum varies in a range from a
few gm/s to a few kgm/s, depending on the features and energetic efficiency of the emitters, on their surface
and on the electric energy of the discharge. The recoil momentum can be measured because the emitter is
mounted on a movable support and coupled to a mechanical or electromagnetic sensor. The recoil is only present
when a superconducting emitter is used. In the EP device, no recoil was noticed, possibly because the emitter
was rigidly connected to a heavy structure composed of the discharge chamber, massive solenoids, liquid helium
reservoirs etc.
The energy efficiency of the CP emitter can be estimated from the recoil energy (which is measured directly,
except for possible mechanical losses) and from the electric energy Ue=IVecost delivered to the emitter, where
Ve is the voltage drop on the emitter, t is the pulse duration,  is the voltage/current phase. Note that Ve is much
smaller than the total voltage, because large voltage drops occur in the rest of the circuit. In general the
measurement of the emitter voltage Ve is not simple, due to parasitic inductances. CP reports energy efficiency
ratios from a few percent to 30% and higher. See details of the energy balance in Section 2.1.
The computation of the energy efficiency of the EP emitter requires the knowledge of the energy of the radiation
beam. It is not clear, however, which fraction of the beam energy is actually captured by the targets. Furthermore,
the emitter voltage has not been measured by EP. For some indirect estimates, see Section 2.2.
Table 1. Magnitude order of some experimental parameters
Target energy

Pulse
duration

Average
current

Maximum
total voltage

Emitter
voltage

Emitter
energy

t (s)

I (A)

V (kV)

Ve (V)

Ue (J)

EP

10-6

103

2000

1–10

10-2

10-2

(estim.)

(estim.)

(beam*)

CP

-5

150 (max)

1–20

0.1–10

10 –10

-4

3

10 –10

4

4.5

UT (J)

(recoil)
For CP the data are mainly referred to the emitters described in (C. Poher & D. Poher, 2011); more recent
emitters have better performances. (*) Note that for EP the target energy of a single ballistic pendulum is of the
order of 10-3 J; the total beam energy can only be guessed.
For both EP and CP it is quite clear that any residual electromagnetic radiation cannot be responsible for the
observed acceleration of far targets. In fact, the anomalous radiation conveys a momentum which is certainly not
related to the carried energy by the usual dispersion relation E = cp, but is much larger. One can estimate, for
instance, considering EP data for the 18.5 grams pendulum, that the kinetic energy associated to the observed
acceleration is of the order of 10-3 J and the momentum is of the order of 10-2 kgm/s. If this momentum had to
be imparted to the pendulum by radiation pressure, the energy needed in the beam would exceed the total energy
available in the discharge ( 103 J).
In the EP experiment, the laser-like focalization of the radiation beam appears to signal the occurrence of a
coherent stimulated emission process in the whole bulk of the emitter. Key factors enabling this stimulated
emission could be the melt-textured structure and the high frequency components of the current pulse. The
theoretical model mentioned in Section 4.1 gives an estimate for the A and B coefficients of spontaneous and
stimulated emission. According to the CP theoretical model (Section 4.2), stimulated emission would also occur
in the sintered emitters at the level of the single grains.
The article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we continue our analysis and comparison of the two experiments,
discussing first for both the energy efficiency (2.1, 2.2). In Section 2.3 we discuss some features of the EP
experiment: propagation velocity of the radiation, features of the vacuum spark discharge, skin effect. In Section
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2.4 we return to the CP experiment, focussing on the delicate issue of accelerometer calibration. In Section 2.5
we briefly touch upon the estimate of the dynamical resistance of the emitter. In Section 3 we discuss a possible
conventional explanation of the recoil observed by CP, namely we estimate an upper limit on the mechanical
effect of the non-linear self inductance of the emitter. We employ for this a simplified model, representing the
emitter as made by intrinsic Josephson junctions described by the RSJ equations. The recoil momentum per unit
mass estimated in this way turns out to be much smaller than the momentum really observed in the experiment,
so this explanation does not appear to be viable. The situation may be different if one admits the presence of a
strong electric field in the insulating or inter-grain layers of the emitter (Section 3.2). In Section 4 we review the
new theoretical models proposed for the explanation of the experiments. They are mainly based on the concept
of anomalous gravitational fluctuations 4.1 or the universons theory (Section 4.2). Further theoretical ideas are
mentioned in Section 4.3. Section 5 presents our conclusions.
2. Further Analysis of the Experiments
2.1 Energy Efficiency (CP)
According to CP, the recoil momentum is always, to a good approximation, proportional to the total electric
energy Utot of the discharge (Utot=CV2/2). For any emitter it is then straightforward to define a total efficiency
coefficient, which gives the recoil momentum for unit of total energy. For emitters having the same structure, but
different surfaces, the recoil momentum is found to be proportional to the surface, so a total efficiency
coefficient per J and cm2 can be also defined. Typical values for low-efficiency emitters described in (C. Poher &
D. Poher, 2011) are 0.1 g(m/s)/(Jcm2). Typical values for efficient multi-layer emitters are 100 times larger or
more (Poher, 2013a).
Another “local” energy efficiency coefficient of the emitter can be defined, as mentioned, as the ratio between
the recoil energy and the sole electric energy IVecost available on the emitter. From the available data it is
possible to estimate its magnitude order, but an exact evaluation would require further dedicated measurements.
According to (C. Poher & D. Poher, 2011), Section 3.1, the energy transferred to the EM3 emitters was 3 to 4%
of the stored energy. The same figure approximately applies to other emitters as well (Poher, 2013b). (In this
connection, also note that the voltage readings of Figure 5 of [C. Poher & D. Poher, 2011] are not reliable for an
estimation of the emitter voltage.)
Consider for instance a 1604 V discharge of total energy 265.6 J into a quadruple type-V emitter (Poher, 2013b).
This discharge imparted to the alternator a propelling momentum of 905 gm/s. Considering a total mass for the
emitter of the order of 1 kg, the emitter energy efficiency turns out to be ca. 25%. This might be underestimated,
however, for the following reasons: (1) The energy of the recoil does not include the energy of the anomalous
radiation. (2) When the recoil momentum is large, mechanical losses in the alternator can be relevant. (3) When
the emitter undergoes a violent recoil, it often causes the expulsion of jets of liquid nitrogen from the cryostat.
This phenomenon, which can be clearly seen in the video recordings, prevents a part of the recoil momentum
from reaching the alternator. CP has demonstrated in several ways (Poher, 2013b) that the recoil is the cause of
the jets, and not the opposite. It is impossible, he has shown, to produce in liquid nitrogen heat and pressure
levels sufficient for “thermal propulsion” through a microsecond current pulse. (4) One may argue that the
emitter could be made lighter by using different materials for the non-superconducting parts, while leaving the
superconducting parts unchanged. Admitted the recoil momentum stays the same, in that case one would obtain a
larger recoil energy.
2.2 Energy Efficiency (EP)
The emitter voltage was not measured by EP, therefore it is difficult to compute the local energy efficiency. In his
partial replication of the EP experiment (Junker, 2012), T. Junker made an attempt to measure it, but the strong
disturbances due to the high voltage discharge spoiled the measurement. It is possible to do a theoretical
calculation of the emitter voltage, based on a representation of the emitter as a series of intrinsic Josephson
junctions. This is a good approximation for melt-textured YBCO, according to the classical work of Kleiner
(Kleiner & Müller, 1994-1997). The equations of the Resistively Shunted Junctions (RSJ) model (see also
Section 3) can be solved numerically when the emitter is coupled to an external oscillating circuit (Modanese &
Junker, 2008) or receives an arbitrary current pulse. The simulation shows that there is an (almost linear) relation
between the emitter voltage and the main frequency Fourier component of the pulse. For the frequency
components of EP pulses, however, the estimated voltage turns out to be quite small, of the order of 1 V or less.
This corresponds to an emitter energy of 10-3 J, which is also the magnitude order of the energy of a single target
pendulum. The total beam energy is probably larger, so the theoretical model should be corrected to possibly
include (1) some other junctions with large resistance (in addition to the intrinsic junctions), located for instance
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near the insulating layer; (2) higher frequency components of the current, besides the main component 1/t,
possibly generated in the vacuum discharge or due to the short rise time of the Marx generator. The values of Ve
given in Table 1 range between 1 and 10 V, thus comprising these two corrections.
2.3 Propagation Velocity, Vacuum Spark Discharge, Skin Effect (EP)
The propagation velocity of the anomalous radiation was measured by EP after the main experiment over a
distance of 1211 m, using two synchronized rubidium clocks triggered by fast piezoelectric sensors (Podkletnov
& Modanese, 2012). The startling and still unconfirmed outcome was an apparent superluminal velocity of (64 ±
1)c. Note that this is not in contrast with causality, as discussed in (Modanese, 2013), since the correlation
between two sensors placed on the radiation path does not include the initial time for the generation of the pulse
in the source. (The latter cannot be measured with a comparable accuracy.) Instead, the observed superluminal
correlations appear in our opinion to confirm the quantum nature of the anomalous radiation phenomenon
(compare Section 4.1); according to this interpretation, distant detections of the beam amount to measurements
made on the same wavefunction.
A recent analysis of the EP discharges (Modanese & Podkletnov, personal communication, 2013) in the vacuum
chamber has evidenced a strong similarity to “vacuum spark discharges” with superconducting cathodes.
Accordingly, EP discharges would not involve chain ionization in a pre-existing gas, but evaporation of electrode
material, as described for instance by (Küchler, 2004) for “vacuum switches” and by earlier articles on the
vacuum spark discharge (Korop, Meierovich, Sidel'nikov, & Sukhorukov, 1979; Koshelev & Pereira, 1992).
The same analysis also discusses the possible role of the normal layer in EP emitter in the suppression of the skin
effect. If there was a direct contact between a metal electrode and the superconducting emitter, the skin effect at
high frequencies might prevent the current from passing through the bulk of the superconductor. Although no
definitive conclusion on the internal skin effect in the emitter was reached, based on the available literature, it is
believed that it is absent or moderate in YBCO in the ab crystal direction, for current flow in the c direction. An
important role of the normal layer in the EP emitter could then be that of avoiding direct metal-superconductor
contact and re-distribute the current on the bulk before it is injected into the superconductor.
The normal layer also hosts a strong electric field, which is supposed to be essential in the universons theoretical
model (Section 4.2). In Section 4.1 we discuss whether this field could improve the spontaneous emission of
anomalous radiation according to the gravitational vacuum fluctuations model.
2.4 Calibration of the Accelerometer (CP)
In (C. Poher & D. Poher, 2011), Section 2.6.1, CP mentions a calibration procedure of the piezoelectric
accelerometer based on dropping a small test mass from certain heights. This procedure was described in more
details in (Poher, 2013b) and is straightforward for forces in a low frequency band, but requires an extrapolation
in order to be applied to the impulsive microsecond forces observed in the experiment. The figure of 8.8×10-8
kgm/s given in Section 3.2.2 for the recoil momentum is not directly compatible with the low-frequency
calibration constant of Figure 8 (12.33 mV per Newton). An extrapolation to higher frequencies has been
implicitly applied. Actually, what was measured was not the immediate response of the accelerometer to the
force beam, but the residual oscillations of the test mass connected to the accelerometer after the action of the
beam. During the pulse the output of the accelerometer is considerably affected by inductive disturbances, which
are only partially screened by the aluminum enclosures. This time sequence is clearly seen from the oscilloscope
readings. The inductive disturbances are very short-lived and erratic. On the contrary, the voltage output of the
accelerometer during the residual oscillations is always proportional to the electric energy of the discharge, and
in turn proportional to the output of the alternator (except when the recoil is so strong that some of the recoil
momentum is dissipated before it can reach the alternator). Since the accelerometer measures the final velocity
of a test mass placed in the force beam, it behaves in practice like the pendulums of EP, but in a kHz band
instead of a Hz band.
The effect of a short force pulse on a harmonic oscillator, with special reference to the balance between the
transmitted energy and momentum and to the specific features of a piezoelectric sensor, has also been discussed
in (Podkletnov & Modanese, 2012).
2.5 Dynamical Resistance of the Emitter
The concept of “dynamical” resistance of the emitter plays an important role in both experiments.
CP: The resistance of the emitter during the discharge is usually different from the resistance measured with a
four-contact ohmmeter before the discharge. For certain sintered emitters the two values can differ by magnitude
orders, probably due to the presence of oxide layers. The dynamical resistance is estimated from the plot of the
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current vs time, as close as possible to the critical daampening conddition.
EP: A puzzle remains cooncerning the oorigin of the appparent large rresistance of thhe emitter to short pulses: th
he V/I
ratio durinng the gas disscharge was aapproximately 100 V/A, annd the discharrge looked ovverdamped. Several
possible eexplanations were
w
analysedd: complex im
mpedance of superconductoors for high-frequency currrent,
radiation rreaction, resisttance due to thhe intrinsic Joosephson juncttions for curreent flow in thee c-axis of YB
BCO.
None of thhese could expplain the obseerved resistancce. If the interrpretation of thhe discharge aas vacuum spa
ark is
correct (Seection 2.3), thaat could offer aan alternative eexplanation.
3. Are theere Any Conveentional Explaanations for the Emitter Reecoil?
Generally speaking, it iss possible to generate electroomagnetic vibrrations or recooil forces in a ddevice which has a
mobile parrt and a certaiin self-inductaance by feedinng a variable ccurrent to the ddevice. CP has made some trials
replacing the supercondducting emitterr with a wooffer, in order too test the reacction of his alternator when it is
mechanicaally coupled too the mobile m
magnet of the woofer (Poherr, 2013a). He found that whhen an overdam
mped
current puulse was sent to the woofeer, the alternattor signal was much weakker than the signal produced by
supercondducting emitterrs. Of course,, the period oof the wooferr oscillations was also mucch longer, and
d the
supplied ccurrent much smaller
s
than w
with the supercconducting em
mitters. In spitee of these diffe
ferences, one might
m
wonder if the recoil of the supercondducting emitterr could be in ppart of electroomagnetic origgin, like that of
o the
woofer. (W
We say “in parrt”, because a part of the reccoil momentum
m might be neeeded to balannce the momen
ntum
carried by the anomalouus radiation. Thhe total amounnt of the radiatiion momentum
m has not beenn measured dire
ectly,
as this wouuld require a laarge-angle inteegrating sensorr. Compare alsso Section 5.)
One immeediate objectioon to the hypotthesis of an ellectromagneticc recoil is that the supercondducting emitters do
not have aany mobile paarts. We can hhowever regardd as mobile paart, in very sim
mple terms, thhe superconducting
electrons, which are freee to move fricttionless insidee the supercondductor and onlly feel a forcee (with some delay)
d
at its bordeer. In the follow
wing of this seection we shalll elaborate on this idea.

o a
Figure 3.. Conventionall mechanisms for small recoiil of a conducttor. (a) Mechannism for a veryy small recoil of
plasmaa during an elecctric dischargee. Suppose thatt between subssequent scatterrings the accelerated electron
ns
(orange) emit photons (green) in a prreferred directiion. Then som
me momentum p is lost from tthe plasma, of the
order oof p=E/c, where E is the radiaated energy (tyypically less thhan 1 part in 10020 of the electtron energy). (b
b)
Josephsonn junction of suurface S, thickkness d. A voltaage V (time-deependent, in geeneral) is appliied to the juncttion.
(c) RSJ model (Resisttively Shuntedd Junction): a reeal Josephson junction is equuivalent to an ideal junction JJ
obeying E
Equations (1) inn parallel to a resistor R. Thee total current fed to the juncction splits in ttwo parts, a normal
electron current In and a tunneling pair superccurrent Is. Usuually In << Is
When elecctric current flows
fl
in an ohhmic conductor, the total moomentum imparted by the eelectric field to
o the
electrons aand to the poositive ions avverages to zerro over practiccally any shorrt time intervaal. Experimen
ntally,
thermal diissipation is observed,
o
but nno recoil of tthe conductor. This is due tto the constannt scattering of
o the
acceleratedd electrons by
b the ions (accelerated inn the opposite direction). The situationn can be mod
deled
theoreticallly either in thhe classical Drrude theory orr in the Fermi--gas quantum picture. A reccoil effect mig
ght in
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principle be obtained in a hot plasma, if between successive scatterings the accelerated electrons emit
electromagnetic radiation in one preferred direction (Figure 3). For a field strength of the order of 106 V/m and a
collision time of 10-9 s, the radiated energy is typically less than 1 part in 1020. The photon energy-momentum
ratio p=E/c implies that the “imbalance” momentum carried away by radiation is always extremely small.
3.1 Simulation of Recoil Forces on a Josephson Junction
In a superconducting material one can imagine a non-stationary process in which an electric field accelerates
electron pairs and positive ions in opposite directions, thus creating a recoil that cannot immediately be balanced
by ohmic friction. The balance is restored a bit later at the normal-superconducting junctions at the border of the
material. The situation is difficult to model theoretically, also because the allowed electric field configurations
must be compatible with some time-dependent evolution equation for the superconductor (compare also Section
3.2). A general upper estimate appears to be possible for the recoil of a Josephson junction described through the
RSJ model (Figure 3). This estimate can then be applied to real cases, like sintered ceramic superconductors
(with inter-grain junctions) or melt-textured ceramic superconductors (with intrinsic junctions, see [Kleiner &
Müller, 1994-1997]).
In the RSJ model a real Josephson junction is described as the parallel of an ideal junction and a resistance. The
ideal junction carries only supercurrent and obeys the Josephson equations
 I s (t )  I J sin  (t )

1
 
 (t )   V (t )
0


(1)

where Is is the supercurrent, IJ the critical current of the junction,  is the Josephson phase, 0 = 2e/h and V(t) is
the applied voltage. R is the resistance of the junction in its normal state and depends on the material, on the
surface S and on the thickness d. The general relation IJR = V0 also holds, where V0 is a characteristic voltage
which depends only on the material; for niobium junctions, for instance, one has V0 = 2.2 mV. For YBCO
junctions V0 is usually in the range from 0.1 to 8 mV, depending on the micro-structure (Waldram, 1996). The
simplest case is that of a junction subjected to a constant voltage; in that case Is oscillates in a pure sinusoidal
way with frequency  = V/0. When the junction is inserted into an arbitrary external circuit, the voltage is not
constant and V(t) = RIn(t). The simulation of the circuit requires to solve two coupled non-linear differential
equations. It can be shown that real junctions in series become synchronized, so it is sufficient to consider only
one junction (Modanese & Junker, 2008).
Results are given in Figures 4, 5. Further details will be published elsewhere. For the purpose of the numerical
simulation we can choose a value of IJ which corresponds to that of the entire emitter. (In reality, the emitter
contains many junctions in parallel and in series, but in the end we compute a force per unit mass, which is
independent from the size of the junction.) Let us take an external pulse with a peak of ca. 2500 A. In the first
simulation (Figure 4) we chose a “safe” critical current IJ = 5000 A. From the relation IJR = 10-3 V this implies
that R = 10-7 Ω. In the second simulation (Figure 5) we chose a critical current IJ = 2600 A, which is only slightly
larger than the total current. See the figure captions for further comments.
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Figure 44. Simulation of
o supercurrennt, normal currrent and electriic field in a Jossephson junction biased with
ha
microsecoond pulse, accoording to Equaations (1). Thee normal resistaance R of the junction is 10-77 Ω, its thickne
ess d
= 10-7 m, iits critical currrent IJ = 5000 A
A. With these vvalues, E and In have numeriically the samee intensity. Cu
urrent
and elecctric field are given
g
in standaard units (A, V
V/m). Time is iin microsecondds. (a) Supercuurrent vs. norm
mal
current aand electric fielld. (The total ccurrent is practtically equal too the supercurrrent.) Supercurrrent and field are
out of phaase, showing thhe inductive beehavior of the junction. (b) T
Time-dependennce of the phasse . Note thatt it is
very sim
milar to the tim
me-dependencee of Is. This is because Is is ffar from its lim
mit value IJ; in tthese condition
ns
sin. Compare Figuure 5 (c) Derivative of the suupercurrent com
mpared to norm
mal current andd electric field
d. A
certain pproportionality between I' andd E is apparennt (non-linear innduction effecct, electron accceleration) but not
exxact; the ratio varies betweenn approx. 0.433×1012 and 0.55×1012 (d)

A. The maxim
mum current (caa. 2500 A) is now
n
Figure 5.. Same as in Fiigure 4, but wiith critical currrent IJ = 2600 A
close to IJ. As a conseqquence, the Jossephson phasee  is not as sm
mall as in the prrevious case annd the factor sin
becomes m
more significannt. A certain prroportionality between I' andd E is still apparent (non-lineear induction effect)
e
but less exact than in the previouus case; the ratiio varies betweeen approx. 0.08×1012 and 00.26×1012 (d)
wn by the sim
mulations is im
mportant, becau
use it
The delay between the normal currennt and the supercurrent show
mentary imbalance between the opposite fforces exerted by the field oon the positive ions
could givee rise to a mom
and on thee electrons. Inn a certain sennse the junctioon behaves likke a non-lineaar inductor. Thhis property of
o the
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Josephsonn junctions is well
w known (W
Waldram, 1996; You & Nori, 2011). It can be seen from the figures tha
at the
ratio betw
ween the electrric field and the
t derivative of the currentt is not exactlly constant, esspecially when
n the
supercurreent is close to the
t critical currrent.
The simulations show thhat the peak off the normal ccurrent is of thhe order of 10-44 A. At that m
moment, the vo
oltage
on the juncction is therefo
fore of the ordeer of 10-11 V. T
The electric fieeld V/d is of thhe order of 10-44 V/m. The number
of positivee ions in the juunction is nNA, where n is thhe number of m
moles; n = 10000m/µ, where m is the mass in kg
and µ the mass of one mole
m
in atomicc units. Let uss consider for instance a niobium junctionn, with µ = 92. The
total forcee on the positivve ions of the junction is obbtained by muultiplying the ffield by the tottal positive ch
harge.
Finally wee divide by the mass of the juunction and obbtain
a

F enN A

E  102 m/s 2
m
m

(2)

This acceleration is quitee large, but it aacts for a veryy short time. Fuurthermore, thiis is only an uppper limit. The
e real
final effecct of this accelleration on thee electrons andd ions of the llattice dependss on an unknoown restoring force
which is not present inn the RSJ m
model, but muust be presentt in a real sittuation, probaably arising at the
normal-supperconductingg junctions where the external current flow
ws into the supperconductor. The delay betw
ween
the restoriing force andd the force coomputed abovve defines the amplitude off the oscillatioon. (This dela
ay is
practicallyy zero in an ohm
mic conductorr.)
Also note that the acceleeration compuuted in Equatioon (2) is only rreferred to thee mass of the JJosephson junc
ction,
which cann be at most a few
f percent off the total mass of the supercconductor. Thee total acceleraation will therefore
be much sm
maller.
In conclussion, the magnnitude order off the force due to the non-linnear inductance of the supercconductor doe
es not
seem suffiicient to explaiin the observedd recoil.
3.2 Electriic Field at Supperconducting/N
/Normal Junctiions
The Josepphson junctionn model emplooyed in the prrevious sectionn is useful beccause it allow
ws an illustratio
on of
some princciples and a quuantitative evaaluation in a sppecial case, butt insulating layyers or inter-grrain layers are often
too thick too be regarded as Josephson jjunctions.
When a suuperconductor is in contact w
with an insulaating or poorlyy conducting laayer, electric ffields can pene
etrate
from the laayer into the suuperconductorr for a short chharacteristic lenngth  (Waldraam, 1996; Batttersby & Wald
dram,
1992).

Figure 6. E
Electric field inn the insulatingg layer and deppletion regions. (Top) Whenn a current pulsse supplied through
m
metal electrodess crosses an em
mitter composeed of an insulaator or poorly cconducting layyer and of a
superconnducting layer, negative chargges tend to acccumulate for a short time at tthe negative ellectrode, and to
o be
depleted from the side of the supercoonductor whichh is in contact with the insulaator. (Bottom) The electric fiield
due too this charge innbalance is maainly located inn the insulatorr, but also peneetrates for a lenngth  into the
supperconductor
This is onne of the hyppotheses of the theoretical interpretation of the anomaalous emissionn proposed by
y CP
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(Section 4.2). Accordingg to CP, the penetrating fieldd strength can bbe of the orderr of 106 V/m, ccausing an electron
acceleratioon of the order of 1017 m//s2. The experriments and thheory of ref.ss (Waldram, 11996; Battersb
by &
Waldram, 1992) cannot confirm this fi
figure, becausee they refer to stationary situuations where oonly small currrents
are presennt. The discharrges in the EP and CP experriments appearr instead to involve transiennt and more violent
processes. Still we thinnk that duringg the dischargee the situationn can be quallitatively repreesented as folllows
(Figure 6)). Because of the poor condductivity in thhe insulating llayer B, an exxcess of electrrons is temporrarily
produced iin the metal ellectrode A, whhile the supereelectrons are ppartially depletted from C. Inn this way, a sttrong
electric fieeld is generatedd in the insulaating layer. Thee thickness of the partial deppletion region C is of the ord
der of
. In this rregion, the ressidual electric field accelerattes the supercoonducting pairrs in the oppossite direction of
o the
lattice ionns. This tempoorary momentuum imbalancee is compensatted when the superconductiing pairs reach
h the
other metaallic electrode D and the suupercurrent is again converted to normal current. In thee region C the
ere is
therefore a transient forcce on the latticce, which can be much largeer than the forcce in a Josephhson junction, since
the field iss much strongeer (106 V/m, coompared to 100-4 V/m). This pprocess can giive rise to a reccoil, however, only
if the forcce acts for a suufficiently longg time; we caannot presentlyy estimate thiss time. Also reecall that the recoil
r
force obseerved in the CP
P experiment iis proportionall to the surfacee of the emitteer and to the tootal electric en
nergy
of the disccharge; it is not
n clear yet iif transient reccoil forces oriiginating from
m temporary innternal momen
ntum
imbalance would share these
t
features.
4. Theorettical Models
4.1 Gravittational Vacuum
m Fluctuationss
Accordingg to this modeel (Modanese,, 2012a, 20122b), the anom
malous radiatioon beam is coomposed of viirtual
gravitons w
which are emiitted by certainn strong vacuuum fluctuationns of the gravittational field. These fluctuattions,
which are normally in a symmetric grround state +, can be locallly brought to aan antisymmettric excited state by the inteeraction of thee vacuum withh a superconduuctor, or moree generally witth coherent maatter. The emission
occurs whhen the fluctuations return too the ground sttate (Figure 7)). The fluctuations can be deescribed as paiirs of
equal virtuual masses whhich form bouund states; thhe energy of ttheir first exciited state depends on the mass,
m
therefore tthe virtual maasses actually involved in tthe process arre selected by the frequencyy of the excittation
mechanism
m available. Thhe whole proceess is virtual, w
which means tthat the fluctuaations and theirr bound states exist
only for a short time andd that the emittted virtual graavitons cannott propagate to infinity, but onnly to a target. The
virtual graavitons are, in quantum fieldd theory jargonn, completely ““off-shell”, annd their E/p rattio is very diffferent
from that of real massleess particles. T
This corresponnds to what iss observed in the experimennts: the anoma
alous
radiation ccarries a very large momentuum, in compariison to its enerrgy.

Figure 7. Gravitational vacuum fluctuuations model of the emissioon of anomalouus radiation byy superconducttors.
ons
The highh-frequency innteraction of thhe superconducctor (not shownn) with the graavitational vaccuum fluctuatio
excites soome of them froom their symm
metrical virtuall mass pair statte + to the coorresponding aantisymmetric state
-. In tthe subsequentt decay, strongly off-shell virrtual gravitonss are emitted, w
which cause fuurther stimulate
ed
emisssion in the bulkk and propagatte to the targett
In this model the conservvation of totall momentum affter the emissiion of the virtuual gravitons iss guaranteed by the
recoil of thhe virtual massses. Being quitte large, the viirtual masses ccan balance wiith their recoil practically any
y E/p
ratio requiired for the virtual graviton. “Required” is meant here in the sense thatt energy-momeentum conservation
in the finall absorption off gravitons in tthe target also imposes a connstraint, depending on the feaatures of the ta
arget.
The quanttum nature of the whole proocess allows too explain how
w the emission recoil can be determined by the
absorptionn target (Modannese, 2013).
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The Einsteein coefficients A and B for spontaneous aand stimulatedd emission in thhe transition -  + are given,
g
according to this model, by
8  
 8    G
A   B 3    2 | dˆ  |2 3 
 



 

(3)

ˆ
where  iss the wavelength of the emittted graviton annd  d is a m
matrix element iinvolving the ttwo virtual ma
asses:
1
1
dˆ     | dˆ |    
 1|  2 | dˆ  1  2  
2
2
1
1
  1|  2 | m1r1 |1  m2 r2 | 2   mr
2
2

(4)

Here r1 = ((1/2)r, r2 = –(11/2)r and r is tthe displacemeent between thhe two virtual m
masses.
Numericall estimates of A and B are coonsistent with a single-pass laser action inn the emitter. T
The mean free path
for stimulated emissionn is of the ordder of 10-5 m and this leadds to a large aamplification ffactor already in a
thickness of a few milliimeters. A fulll rate equationn has not yet bbeen worked oout, but an atttempt was made to
adapt the Frantz-Nodvikk equation to this case (Moodanese & Juunker, 2008) aand the condittion for population
inversion w
was evaluated in (Modanesee, 2012a).
The focaliization of the beam
b
observedd in the EP expperiment appeears to be due to stimulated emission occu
urring
over the bbulk of the em
mitter, in directtion orthogonaal to the ab pllanes of the suuperconductor.. The versus of
o the
emission aappears to be related,
r
in this picture, to thee presence of a strong electriic field in the nnormal layer of
o the
emitter, buut the exact rolle of the field iin the emissionn of the anomaalous radiationn is still uncleaar. The electric field
does not aaffect the A, B coefficients, bbut it does influuence the rate of the “pumpiing” transition +  -, bec
cause
it contribuutes to the locaal vacuum enerrgy density thrrough its Lagraangian densityy LE = (1/2)0E2; for strong fiields,
this contribbution is compparable to that of the supercoonductor.
The recoil momentum accquired by thee virtual masses can in princiiple be passed to matter throuugh scattering. The
classical sccattering crosss-section  forr the impact off virtual massess on nucleons turns out to bee very small. Again,
A
the relevaant interaction is probably that with cohherent matter, but the ampllitude of this interaction is still
unknown. Therefore the model does noot give, at pressent, a descripttion of the recooil phenomenoon.
4.2 Univerrsons Theory
The theoreetical interprettation proposeed by CP for his experimenntal results is quite unconveentional and is not
based on eexisting models. Actually, thiis theory serveed as an initial stimulus for thhe experimentt and as an effe
ective
guidance iin its planning and executionn. The theoretiical model by C
CP is not conttained in previous publications; it
is exposedd in the appenddix of (C. Poheer & D. Poher,, 2011) and in some informaal documents inn a website (Poher,
2013a, 2013b). A paper by CP and P. Marquet (Maarquet & Poherr, 2012) provees the compatiibility of the model
m
with Geneeral Relativity, but does not qquestion its fouundations.

Figure 8. Pictorial reppresentation off the microscoppic mechanism
m for the emittter recoil and ffor generation of
o
anom
malous radiatioon, according tto the universoons theory by C
CP. In each sinngle YBCO graain, the partial
penetratioon of the electtric field from insulating layeers nearby acceelerates the suuperconductingg electrons (bla
ack)
and makee them emit unniversons (red)). The variable orientations oof the grains lead to a divergiing total radiation.
The w
whole process also involves a cosmic univeersons backgroound (not depicted), which aaffects the totall
energy-m
momentum balaance
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The model postulates the existence in all space of a homogeneous and isotropic flux of particles called
“universons” which propagate at light speed and are continually absorbed and re-emitted in a very short time by
all massive elementary particles, thus giving rise to their inertia. (In this sense, the model has elements in
common with theories like those of Puthoff-Haisch-Rueda, which explain the particles' inertia as a result of their
interaction with electromagnetic vacuum fluctuations [Haisch & Rueda, 1998].) The initial aim of the model was
to address some problems in astrophysics, in particular the anomalies in the galactic rotation velocity curves. In
this context the universons hypothesis is a substitute (more simple and natural, according to CP) for other kinds
of dark matter.
From the point of view of the universons model, the superconducting emitter employed in the experiment
interacts strongly with the natural universons background flux, and is able to divert a small part of the flux and
extract some energy from it. This interpretation allows to circumvent a considerable conceptual difficulty,
namely to explain how the observed anomalous radiation can convey to the targets a momentum which is much
larger than the radiation pressure momentum p = E/c. In the universons model, the “transmission balance” is not
limited to emitter and radiation, but also encompasses the surrounding background. Roughly speaking, a kind of
vacuum pressure is involved, which is able to transfer much more momentum than could be carried by single
particles. In this picture, the universons of the anomalous beam are not just absorbed in the target, but absorbed
and quickly re-emitted.
As mentioned in Section 2.1, CP measurements show a proportionality between the recoil momentum and the
electric energy of the discharge. Since the recoil energy is in turn proportional to the square of the momentum, an
extrapolation of this proportionality relation to higher energies would imply that at some point the recoil energy
exceeds the electric energy. CP has estimated in which conditions this should happen, supposed the
proportionality relation keeps true. These “excess energy conditions” are quite far from the present experimental
parameters. The presence of an excess output energy would clearly be a confirmation of the universons model.
The vacuum fluctuations model of Section 4.1 predicts the exchange of some momentum with the vacuum, but
not an energy gain.
CP has proven within his model that an accelerated particle emits universons in an anisotropic way. The main
idea behind the experiment is that during the discharge a large number of electrons in the emitter are strongly
accelerated and emit universons in the direction of their acceleration. The acceleration would be possible thanks
to the partial penetration of the electric field in certain regions of the superconductor, mainly near the borders of
the YBCO grains and near the insulator-superconductor junctions. The product of large electron acceleration (up
to 1017 m/s2) and high electron density achieved in these conditions would be much larger than the analogous
quantity obtained in other devices like X-ray tubes or particles accelerators. Moreover, the emitted universons
could themselves accelerate further electrons in the bulk of the superconductor, thus leading to an amplification
of the process. The fact that the many individual anisotropic fluxes of universons simultaneously emitted by all
the atomic nuclei accelerations do not cancel the effect of the anisotropic fluxes emitted by all the primary
accelerated electrons would be peculiar of superconductors.
4.3 Other Theoretical Models
According to N. Wu (2006), anomalous gravitational emissions in superconductors could be explained by a
generalized gauge theory of gravitation that she developed over several years (Wu, 2004).
In a series of papers (Robertson, 2007-2012), G. A. Robertson looks at special features of superconductors for
guidance toward the understanding of what properties could lead to anomalous gravitational phenomena. This is
accomplished by first looking at properties for rapid power flow internal to the superconductor, applying these
properties to energy radiated in gravitational wave, establishing an experiment to setup this power flow (which
happens to look much like the EP experiment) and evaluating the theoretical calculations to the EP experiment.
The theoretical calculations and the experimental data are shown to be surprising similar both in graphical form
and value.
It has been known for a long time (Halpern & Laurent, 1964) that the probability of spontaneous or stimulated
gravitational emission from atomic systems is so small that laser action can not be obtained in any realistic
conditions. This conclusion is inevitable in the weak-field approximation, and if one considers only incoherent
matter and real radiation with energy-momentum ratio E/p = c. Recently G. Fontana (Fontana, 2012) has studied
the possibility of generating gravitational laser action in certain special circumstances, which can only occur at
the junctions of two different superconductors, namely (a) transitions of Cooper pairs between s and d states, (b)
super-radiance due to the macroscopic coherence of the superconductors, (c) suppression of the competing
electromagnetic transitions due to the peculiar electrodynamics of superconductors.
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In an unpublished report (Lewis, 2011), R. A. Lewis analyses an early version of the CP experiment and the
viability of an explanation of the observed phenomena through a vacuum field of the universon type. He
observes that a phenomenological model involving Dirac string flux tubes may summarize some features of the
experimental data. He hypothesizes that vaporization of liquid nitrogen could contribute to the observed recoil.
(This hypothesis has been however confuted by the most recent data of C. Poher with high-efficiency emitters.)
Further speculative works on EP and CP experiments have been published by Consiglio (2012), Sukenik and
Sima (2001), and LaViolette (2012).
5. Conclusions
We have analysed similarities and differences between the high-voltage discharge experiments by E. Podkletnov
(EP) and C. Poher (CP). Both authors report the emission from YBCO electrodes of an anomalous radiation with
small energy-momentum ratio, under conditions which are peculiar but not prohibitive. CP expands considerably
the range of possible choices of emitter structure, applied voltage, duration and form of the discharge. He further
measures a recoil momentum of the emitter which is always proportional to the total electric energy of the
discharge; typical values for efficient emitters are of the order of 1 kgm/s per 200 J of electric energy.
The recoil momentum is always opposite to the radiation momentum, but the exact relation between the two is
tricky. On one hand, EP does not observe any recoil. This might be because the recoil is prevented or damped by
a rigid structure (possibly the large discharge vacuum chamber, which is the main difference between the EP and
CP devices). On the other hand, since the momentum imparted by the radiation on a target is proportional to the
mass of the target, it is not obvious that one can detect the same momentum per unit target surface, no matter
how many detectors one places, and no matter how much they weigh. We might call this the “paradox of the
virtual radiation” (a term borrowed from the theoretical model of the effect based on vacuum fluctuations and
virtual gravitons). It would imply that the recoil of the emitter depends to some extent on the target. There would
also exist a maximum target mass, such that for larger masses the target acceleration would not be constant, but
would decrease and tend to zero (Podkletnov & Modanese, 2012).
A totally different view of the whole process is offered by the universons model. In that model, the background
universons flux enters the local and total balance of energy and momentum and can completely alter it. For
comparison, according to the virtual gravitons model there is in the emitter an exchange of momentum with the
vacuum, but not an exchange of energy; and the propagation of the radiation and its interaction with the targets
do not involve any further interaction with the vacuum.
Our theoretical simulation of the electromagnetic recoil of a Josephson junction suggests that that kind of recoil
is much smaller than the one observed. More realistic simulations should take into account the penetration of
strong pulsed electric fields into the insulating layers between the YBCO grains, and effects at the YBCO-metal
junctions. This appears to be out of reach of the standard superconductivity theory, and will require further
investigation.
Independently from the theoretical interpretations, the possible practical applications of both the anomalous
radiation and the recoil phenomenon appear to be quite relevant. A working phenomenological model would be
important, of course, in order to optimise the effects and to connect them to prior art. But the reported
phenomena appear so new and peculiar that much further experimental and theoretical work will probably be
necessary for that purpose.
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